
Icebreaker Sampo in the Port of Kemi, Ajos

Instructions for driving to the passenger icebreaker Sampo in the port of Ajos and

visiting Icebreaker Sampo. Add: Ajoksentie 748

Sampo check-in before the cruise takes place at the year-round Lumilinna premises
(Lumilinnankatu 15).

Sampo is located in Ajos in the Kemi port area. There is no free access to the area, but bus
drivers and shipping company staff must inform in advance the registration information of the
vehicle that will be used to move around the port area.

You can apply for a port passage permit from this link:

https://www.portofkemi.fi/en/instructions/accesspermits/

Apply for a temporary access permit if you only drive customers to Sampo once.
Apply for a permanent access permit if you drive customers to Sampo several times during
the season, but no later than the end of the cruise season until April 15, 2023.

Sampo usually operates from pier 1, place 3. Buses stop by the sailor´s church and the
customers walk to Sampo from there. Buses need to park outside the port area (out from the
gate) during the cruise time.
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The guides of the icebreaker Sampo, together with the crew, are responsible for the transfer
of customers from the bus to the ship, and from the ship to the buses. The route from the
bus to the ship and back is marked. The guides are on the platform to receive the buses and
the drivers are instructed to open the doors only when the guide arrives at the door of the
bus. Guides lead customers to and from the ship. The drivers move the buses to wait outside
the gate to the parking area for the duration of the cruise.

Notes when moving around the port area:
- the speed limit is 30 km/h
- emergency lights must be used when driving in the port area.
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- Driving is only allowed from the gate to the pier and not elsewhere in the port area.
- The ship's staff wear warning vests when moving in the area.
- The guide leaves the ship's customer list at the gate before the cruise.

A security declaration (DOS) is concluded between the Port of Kemi and the Icebreaker Sampo.

You can contact Kemin Tourism Ltd. for more information and help
Jussi Kovaniemi 040 641 6125, jussi.kovaniemi@experience365.fi

Main gate of Kemi Port PORT GUARDS 24/7 tel. +358 40 548 2065
Port of Kemi Jukka Kotajärvi jukka.kotajarvi@keminsatama.fi tel. +358 40 504 0466
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